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Welcome to the third installment of the ETF Trader Interview Series. This post is relevant to institutional investors
interested in trading exchange-traded funds (ETFs) in signiﬁcant volume. Individual investors do not always have access
to liquidity providers to trade ETFs, as referenced below. In this edition, Anita Rausch, Director of Capital Markets,
speaks with Aaron Kehoe, Managing Director and Head of Fixed Income ETF trading at Cantor Fitzgerald. Aaron joined
Cantor in September 2013 and focuses primarily on managing and trading the ﬁrm’s book of ﬁxed income ETFs. In
addition, Aaron was instrumental in the product launches of many new ﬁxed income ETFs and all senior loan ETFs. In
1999, he began his career trading ETFs for Spear, Leeds & Kellogg Index Specialists (now a subsidiary of Goldman
Sachs). Anita Rausch: Tell us a little about yourself and your business. Explain your ﬁrm, what services you
provide, your client base and your experience. Aaron Kehoe: Cantor Fitzgerald is a capital markets investment bank.
We are recognized for strengths in the equity and ﬁxed income capital markets. With a global distribution footprint, we
are an independent middle-market investment bank providing investment banking services, prime brokerage and
commercial real estate ﬁnancing. We have a diverse client base with representation that spans across all institutional
client segments globally. AR: Give an example of a trading/execution strategy you have developed with a client.
AK: Within our Equities division, our ETF unit provides liquidity and execution in all North American-listed ETFs from
New York and all European-listed ETFs from London. Without limitation to execution paths, we seek efﬁciencies to
deliver the client to best price. Our clients have a transparent view in our execution process with ﬂexibility to optimize
secondary market liquidity, creations/redemption mode and principal facilitation at the arbitrage zone. AR: What
mistakes do you see clients making in their execution process? AK: The biggest mistake we see is clients make their
intentions known to too many counterparties while looking for the cheapest price. This often leads to information
leakage in the marketplace and performance impact on the execution. Clients should pick two counterparties that they
trust. Working with trusted partners allows the client to obtain their best price due diligence without telegraphing to the
market their intentions. AR: What do you wish you had available as an ETF trader that would help you and your
clients? AK: Transparency in the ﬁxed income markets is the next market innovation. Market depth of ﬁxed income
constituents in ETFs would offer a measurement of transaction cost for the end client. With the over-the-counter (OTC)
nature of the ﬁxed income market, liquidity is often very difﬁcult to gauge. AR: What do you wish clients would do
better? AK: Impact of trade or the historical cost versus NAV is the largest misunderstood component of trading. Clients
with an understanding of the ETF asset class characteristics tend to deploy best practices in the approach of trade
execution. AR: How do you think ETF issuers could help the process of client execution and education? AK: ETF
issuers are usually the ﬁrst contact with a prospective investor. ETF sponsor strengths are the construction of ETF and
potential use of their ETF. Execution of the trade once the allocation has been decided on is the strength of the
authorized participant (AP)/liquidity provider. Very often the issuer does not bring in the AP until the very end of the
conversation with the client. The client would beneﬁt in talking to both the AP and issuer early in the investment decision
in order to understand all aspects of the investment. AR: What do you think the future of ETF trading will look like?
AK: Trading and execution of ETFs will mirror future innovation or regulatory changes to the equity capital markets
structure. AR: The ETF managed portfolio segment is one of the fastest growing segments of the ETF market. Is
there anything in particular that group should be focused on when transitioning its portfolio holdings? AK: Trade
rotation across platforms when adjusting assets should be the chief operational focus. Impact of successive trades at
times can materially harm performance. Impact mitigation should be one focus, which can be achieved by having a
discussion with your trading partners. AR: Discuss the growth of the Fixed Income ETF segment and what you
believe its effect on the bond market could be for individual bonds. AK: The fixed income market has started to take
notice of the ETF market. Even with record bond issuance, bond supply and inventory is at historical lows. The ETF has
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become a liquid and efﬁcient alternative to individual bond investing. Traditional bond traders have begun to track ETFspeciﬁc bonds to try to anticipate supply or demand of the bonds needed to create or redeem ETFs. The real-time
transparency of ETFs allows bond dealers to see exactly what bonds are in ETFs. As ETF-authorized participants try to
buy and sell these bonds, the dealers for the bonds already know what bonds the AP is looking to trade. This is especially
the case in the high-yield market. AR: What is the best way to assess the potential liquidity of a ﬁxed income ETF?
AK: Assessing the liquidity of any ETF should start with the underlying market. An ETF’s liquidity is at a minimum as
liquid as the asset it represents. The secondary trading of the ETF can add a layer of liquidity as the ETF grows in size
and volume. In ﬁxed income ETFs, it is difﬁcult to measure the liquidity of bonds. They are mostly traded OTC, and
many have no reported volume. The best way to measure liquidity is to look at deal size of the bonds in the ETFs. This
will allow investors to understand what the bond’s capacity is for the ETF to own. This is unfortunately not foolproof.
Many bonds that are bought at issuance are owned to maturity. This means that even though the deal size can be large,
it does not guarantee an active secondary trading market. AR: What should clients be thinking about/asking when
getting ready to execute an ETF block trade in a lower-volume ETF? AK: The depth of liquidity in the underlying
basket is the main determining factor for trade outcome. AR: What are the most typical concerns you hear from
clients regarding the ETF market? AK: Can the ETF create/redeem process break? How will ETFs perform in highstress markets? AR: Do you think the bid/ask spread, the difference between the best price you can buy and sell
an ETF electronically, really matters when judging an ETF for investment candidacy? What do you think is the
best way an investor should judge liquidity and execution cost of an ETF? AK: When trading with a trusted liquidity
partner, the bid/ask spread should not matter. The investor should look at the ETF for its benchmark, how its
create/redeem process works, management costs and spread and liquidity of the underlying asset. If the ETF has low
average daily volume (ADV) or small fund size, it can still be used as an investment option if it suits. The investor can
work with an AP trade to create liquidity for the ETF from the underlying basket. This can often be done well inside wide
bid/ask spreads that are not representative of the underlying basket liquidity. AR: Explain the significance of a creation
unit. Do investors need to be aware of how many shares equal a creation unit for an ETF? AK: Creation unit sizes
are crucial for market makers to efﬁciently manage their inventories. The larger the unit size, the less likely an AP will
create an ETF to buy or sell a smaller-than-unit-size order. In the case of a client order to buy, if an AP is not long the
shares of a smaller than create size order, this will leave them long the extra shares after the client order is executed. If
the AP doesn’t create, this will leave them short and can expose them to buy-in risk. There are many more reasons for
keeping creation units as small as possible. AR: Thank you very much for participating in this series.
Importan t Risks Re late d to th is Article

There are risks associated with investing, including possible loss of principal. Foreign investing involves special risks, such
as risk of loss from currency ﬂuctuation or political or economic uncertainty. Investments focused in speciﬁc regions or
countries may be impacted by events and developments associated with the region or country, which can adversely
affect performance. Investments in emerging, offshore or frontier markets are generally less liquid and less efﬁcient than
investments in developed markets and are subject to additional risks, such as risks of adverse governmental regulation
and intervention or political developments. Derivative investments can be volatile, and these investments may be less
liquid than other securities, and more sensitive to the effects of varied economic conditions. Fixed income investments
are subject to interest rate risk; their value will normally decline as interest rates rise. In addition, when interest rates fall,
income may decline. Fixed income investments are also subject to credit risk, the risk that the issuer of a bond will fail to
pay interest and principal in a timely manner or that negative perceptions of the issuer’s ability to make such payments
will cause the price of that bond to decline. ALPS Distributors, Inc., is not afﬁliated with Cantor Fitzgerald and/or
Goldman Sachs (GS).
For standardized performance and the most recent month-end performance click here NOTE, this material is intended
for electronic use only. Individuals who intend to print and physically deliver to an investor must print the monthly
performance report to accompany this blog.
For more investing insights, check out our Economic & Market Outlook
View the online version of this article here.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
U.S. investors only: Click here to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which contains investment objectives,
risks, charges, expenses, and other information; read and consider carefully before investing.
There are risks involved with investing, including possible loss of principal. Foreign investing involves currency, political
and economic risk. Funds focusing on a single country, sector and/or funds that emphasize investments in smaller
companies may experience greater price volatility. Investments in emerging markets, currency, ﬁxed income and
alternative investments include additional risks. Please see prospectus for discussion of risks.
Past performance is not indicative of future results. This material contains the opinions of the author, which are subject to
change, and should not to be considered or interpreted as a recommendation to participate in any particular trading
strategy, or deemed to be an offer or sale of any investment product and it should not be relied on as such. There is no
guarantee that any strategies discussed will work under all market conditions. This material represents an assessment of
the market environment at a speciﬁc time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee of future
results. This material should not be relied upon as research or investment advice regarding any security in particular. The
user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of the information provided herein. Neither WisdomTree
nor its affiliates, nor Foreside Fund Services, LLC, or its affiliates provide tax or legal advice. Investors seeking tax or legal
advice should consult their tax or legal advisor. Unless expressly stated otherwise the opinions, interpretations or ﬁndings
expressed herein do not necessarily represent the views of WisdomTree or any of its affiliates.
The MSCI information may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or re-disseminated in any form and
may not be used as a basis for or component of any ﬁnancial instruments or products or indexes. None of the MSCI
information is intended to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any kind
of investment decision and may not be relied on as such. Historical data and analysis should not be taken as an
indication or guarantee of any future performance analysis, forecast or prediction. The MSCI information is provided on
an “as is” basis and the user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of this information. MSCI, each of
its afﬁliates and each entity involved in compiling, computing or creating any MSCI information (collectively, the “MSCI
Parties”) expressly disclaims all warranties. With respect to this information, in no event shall any MSCI Party have any
liability for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive, consequential (including loss proﬁts) or any other damages (
www.msci.com)
Jonathan Steinberg, Jeremy Schwartz, Rick Harper, Christopher Gannatti, Bradley Krom, Tripp Zimmerman, Michael
Barrer, Anita Rausch, Kevin Flanagan, Brendan Loftus, Joseph Tenaglia, Jeff Weniger, Matt Wagner, Alejandro Saltiel,
Ryan Krystopowicz, Kara Marciscano, Jianing Wu and Brian Manby are registered representatives of Foreside Fund
Services, LLC.
WisdomTree Funds are distributed by Foreside Fund Services, LLC, in the U.S. only.
You cannot invest directly in an index.
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DEFINITIONS
Liquidity : The degree to which an asset or security can be bought or sold in the market without affecting the asset’s
price. Liquidity is characterized by a high level of trading activity. Assets that can be easily bought or sold are known as
liquid asset.
Execution process : The process of getting in and out of an investment.
Over-the-Counter (OTC) : A security traded in some context other than on a formal exchange such as the NYSE, TSX,
AMEX, etc.
Net Asset Value (NAV) : The calculated assets minus liabilities divided by shares outstanding. NAV is the
straightforward account of the actual assets in the fun.
Authorized Participant (AP) : An entity, usually an institutional investor, that submits orders to the ETF for the creation
and redemption of ETF creation units.
Creation and Redemption Process : The process whereby an ETF issuer takes in and disburses baskets of assets in
exchange for the issuance or removal of new ETF shares.
Average Daily Trading Volumes : The average amount of individual securities traded in a day or over a speciﬁed
amount of time. Trading activity relates to the liquidity of a security; therefore, when average daily trading volume is
high, the stock can be easily traded and has high liquidity. As a result, average daily trading volume can have an effect on
the price of the security. If trading volume isn’t very high, the security will tend to be less expensive because people are
not as willing to buy it.
Creation Unit (CU) : A speciﬁed number of shares issued by an exchange-traded fund (ETF) in large blocks, generally
between 25,000 and 200,000 shares. The authorized participants that buy creation units either keep the ETF shares that
make up the creation unit or sell all or part of them on a stock exchange.
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